Spotlight on Maintenance

by Scott Jacobs

If you fancy yourself a “do-it-your-selfer”, you know the
satisfaction that fixing a leaky faucet, or wiring a new
light fixture brings. Most of us, however, rely on our list
of go-to people for the various tasks that need doing
around our homes. These “heroes” get the jobs done
right, in half the time, and without the hair-pulling and
teeth gnashing!!

Jennifer Sandor, Program Director. Jennifer also said,
of Bob, “He definitely saved the day……by fixing a lift
van and driving all the way to Mosinee to ensure the
consumer safely got home.”

Aurora’s maintenance team members are the
quintessential go-to guys for all manner of work in our
many residential sites and offices. If you listen to some
of the testimonials from the people that rely on them,
it’s easy to see the importance of these amazing
problem solvers.

“Thanks for all you do for #050. You both (Joe and
Orlando) are here with smiles and get the jobs done.”
From Chris Kirschbaum.

“Paige, a guy was here, painted the entire room in
an hour, and didn’t even tape!” A call received by
Paige Meier, Program Director, from one of her staff
referencing Joe’s painting prowess.
“Yes, they have always been fantastic! For instance,
last month I had to pick up a consumer who was being
discharged from the hospital, and the back door of the
lift van wouldn’t open. Orlando was all the way down
in Hager City, and immediately began heading (our
way) to fix it. I was impressed.” A comment from Chiara
Andahazy, PMII.
“Mark is the greatest maintenance guy. He is always
making sure our stuff is complete. He is very friendly,
personable and always chats with the guys, and they
love him. Yeah for Mark from the #111 crew.” From
Deedee Morris, PMII.
“I could not have gotten through the move (of a new
consumer into his new home) without Bob, and he
really made us shine in the new guardian’s eyes.” From

Recipe: Grandma Jenny’s Easter Bunny Cake

on large foil-covered board or platter to resemble a
bunny’s head and bow tie, using small amount of frosting to
attach pieces to each other.

“

SPRINKLE with coconut. Decorate with remaining
ingredients as shown in photo. Keep refrigerated.
More fun ideas:
For a pink bunny cake, prepare as directed substituting
1 tub (6 oz.) COOL WHIP DIPS Strawberry Crème for the
frosting. Or, to decorate the bunny cake with tinted
coconut, mix 1/2 tsp. water with a few drops of food
coloring. Add to some of the coconut in resealable
plastic bag. Seal bag; shake until coconut is evenly tinted.
Sprinkle center of bunny’s ears with tinted coconut; sprinkle
remaining coconut onto rest of cake.

“Xang is friendly and always smiling (and he) isn’t afraid
to laugh and talk with both consumers and staff.” From
Paige Meier.
Orlando goes quietly about his business, never
complaining, and just gets the job done. Recently, with
little assistance and short notice, he moved a consumer
(and all their belongings) into a new home.” From Sue
Wheeler, Program Director.
“Bob is patient and allows consumers to get involved by
holding a board or pounding a nail…and the consumer
beams with pride.” From Wendy Schlaefer, Regional
Coordinator.

Easter is just around the corner! When my dad was a
kid, his mom, Jenny, would make this cute bunny cake
for Easter. Now my twin sister, Kirsten, and I continue the
tradition. We use Betty Crocker’s lemon cake mix, but you
can use whatever kind you like.

“We aren’t left ‘hanging’ for any length of time…#034 is
very appreciative of Orlando!” From Monica Aikin, PMII.

what you need
2 baked 9-inch round lemon cake layers, cooled
1box (or tub) BETTY CROCKER Fluffy White Frosting Mix
1pkg. (7 oz.) BAKER’S ANGEL FLAKE Coconut
Suggested decorations: shoe string licorice, gumdrops,
jelly beans, sprinkles

Happy customers speak volumes about Aurora’s
amazing maintenance crew. Kudos to Joe, Mark,
Orlando, Bob, and Xang!

Life Photo of the Month

make it
Make cakes as directed on package.
LEAVE 1 cake whole. This one will be the face (A).
Use serrated knife to cut the second cake into two ears
(what is left is the bow-tie). See Diagram 1 below. Arrange

It’s that time of year again for your short-term disability open enrollment at Aurora Community Services.
Great News…if you haven’t qualified for short-term disability in the past, now you can!
• What is disability insurance?
 If you are unable to work due to illness/injury it protects your paycheck
 This plan can also help you with maternity leave

Anniversaries
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Congratulations

to all of you who have
been here for 5 years
or more!
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• When?
 Enrollment period starts May 1, 2012 and runs through July 31, 2012
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• How?
 Contact your Aflac representative

Lexye Rose

5

Holly Dooley
715-379-9034
holly_dooley@us.aflac.com
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FROST cake with remaining frosting.

“They (Joe and Orlando) always ask our input…and the
response time is within a day or two. From Paige Meier.

“Maintenance is always looking for creative ways to
save our houses money by using their skills to build
rather than buy.” From Cyndi Johnson, PMII.

the

by Jessica Leafblad

If you have any questions or comments about the Beacon,
please send them to: Beacon@AuroraServices.com or mail
to: Stavroula at Aurora Community Services, P.O. Box 68,
Menomonie, WI 54751.

CEO Corner

Over our history there have been times
when I have received letters from our staff
with suggestions, comments, complaints
and kudos. A couple months ago I received
one from an anonymous writer. Typically
if a letter comes from “anonymous” it
goes directly in the waste basket, but
this particular letter had a few questions
that I felt deserved answering. I wrote this
letter to “anonymous” with the intention
of responding to some issues that may be
common to others. In these crazy times,
with the political environment in upheaval
as well as the changes that are occurring in
funding for those individuals with disabilities,
I felt it would be good to respond in hopes
that it helps others who may have similar
questions to understand. With that in mind
here is my response to Aurora Anonymous.
Dear AnonymousI received your letter of concern so I wanted
to respond to the three major issues you
wrote about.
1. “Has anyone talked to the county about
how much money is given to the consumers
each month? At our site we have to find
creative ways to spend consumer money
so they don’t lose benefits. They have the
nicest TV’s, beds and closet full of new
clothes.”
First the money that goes to the consumer
actually comes from SSDI funds from the
Federal government. The monthly allocation
is approximately $695. From that the
consumer receives somewhere between
$65 and $100 per month spending money.
The rest goes to their room and board cost.
Many of those we serve have families who
have purchased many of the items you
have spoken. Other consumers literally do
not spend their monthly “allowance” and it
accumulates in a savings account. At some

new beginning”

				

by Dave Barnard

point when the dollars in that account get
over a limit ($2500) those dollars above that
amount have to be spent down or that
person is considered to be “wealthy” (by
Federal government standards) and they
will lose their Medicaid benefits. Often times
when it reaches that limit the guardian/
family will, or may ask Aurora to, purchase
enough items to get it to a point that it will
take time to rebuild to that level again –
thus a new bed or new TV or new clothes
may be purchased. Understand that it
took years for that account to accumulate
to the $2500 level before the consumer
bought those new items. Those we serve
are all way below poverty limits and the SSI
dollars being used to support them have
been contributed by their family members
and loved ones (just like you and I) who
contribute to Social Security every single
paycheck.
2. “This getting no raise this year is a bunch
of crap!”
Anonymous, I could not agree with you
more! As you say gas is up, food is up,
taxes are up. These costs are all up for
Aurora too. In addition to all of those things
which we have to cover in our homes we
also have health insurance that is way
up, liability, auto and general coverage
insurances are way up, unemployment
insurance and workers comp insurances
are way up. We are also receiving, what
the government calls, “fee increases” – i.e.
we received a bill for $52,000 this year that
we had to pay within 30 days to help the
government cover interest payments on the
money that the Feds borrowed to increase
unemployment benefits to 99 weeks. By
the way, those fees were only assessed to
companies that are successfully keeping
people employed. In addition the State
continues to increase all of their fees and
create new fees that we have to pay.
continued on next page

CEO Corner continued

No new taxes – just new fees! We have incurred all of these
expenses with absolutely not one single dollar increase in any
of our budget dollars in the past five years. In fact, as I’m sure
you are aware, we have had a 20% cut from our budget via
the MCO’s in the past few years and those cuts were from our
budget of five years ago. The only way we have maintained
our business has been through new and innovative creation
and marketing of services and new businesses that literally
supplement our residential company.

fraction of the cost if we were to contract out to a marketing
firm.

Just as a “reality check” for you . . . it is important to
understand that we provide nearly 3000 hours of services per
day throughout Aurora (not counting any administration or
management). If you take that 3000 hrs x 365 days in a year
that = 1,095,000 hours of paid work. For Aurora to give a $.15
cent an hour increase we would need an additional $164,250
per year. Aurora then has to pay an additional 7.65% toward
Social Security and another 3.5% for UC/WC which results in an
additional 11.51% of that wage amount, or another $18,313,
which when added to the wages results in a total expense to
Aurora of $182,563. That’s for a 15 cent wage increase.

Jim and I have been selling (mostly through a promissory note
from the company to the ESOP – not actual cash) our shares
of stock on an annual basis to the ESOP. Aurora the company
(when it has had profits) then pays for those shares and part
of that money will go to us and the other part sits in the ESOP
to fund “buy-out” of shares if/when an employee leaves and
sells their shares. The employees of the company receive
a share distribution every year at no cost to the employee.
Our intent was to sell the company to the employees over
a period of time so that when we eventually leave the
company it will be solely owned by the employees. This was
initiated when, several years ago, we were approached by a
few large national companies that wanted to hand us a big
check and have us walk away. They would have decimated
the company (as they have many others over the nation)
made a big short term profit and then walked away. Here
are a few things to understand – 1. The company will be
exclusively “run” by the employees when we leave 2. The
IRS and Dept. of Labor controls how this company is valued
and they require Jim and I to take a 30% reduction on the
actual value of the company when selling through an ESOP
3. The “profits’ that are being used to buy the shares in Aurora
would, in any other corporation, belong 100% to Jim and I –
we have chosen to use those profits to buy the company and
give it back to the employees 4. Aurora’s employees always
have, and always will have, the major input into the direction
of this company – it is what has made us great and will keep
us great in the future.

When we went into this year we intended to “risk” a wage
increase because we had a minimal profit at the end of last
year. Just before announcing this we were notified by one
MCO that we had to take a $300,000 decrease in our budget
this year (obviously obliterating any “profit” from last year). We
were aggressively negotiating with them and at this point it
appears we will have to take a $175,000 cut in their budget.
Within a few days of finishing up with them we were notified
by another MCO that they want us to take another $300,000
reduction this year in their budget. We are now aggressively
negotiating with them to get that reduced and we know
there is at least one more MCO that will be coming forward
demanding more cuts. All of this being said, believe me when
I say to you there is no one in this world
who was more disappointed than me when we could not do
a wage increase and I agree whole heartedly with you that
this (MCO random budget cuts) is a bunch of crap!
3. “This company doesn’t answer questions like, how much of
the company does the employees own and why do we need
two graphic designers?”
Anonymous, first I don’t remember ever hearing these
questions. If they were asked they certainly should be
answered. Now that I have heard them let me answer. I’ll
answer the question of the two graphic designers first. If
we did not have our marketing department (two graphic
designers) we would not have been nearly as successful
at developing our new businesses that are supplementing
our residential services, keeping us afloat. These new
businesses will be the key to our future success. The marketing
department plays a MAJOR role in that future. Without
expansion and creation of the new services and businesses
we might as well lie down and say, “Just tell us when it is over.”
Aurora never has, and never will do that! We innovate and
we create our own future. We do not wait to see what others
are doing and then hope we can do it too. We just do it!
The minimal cost of our marketing department is not even a

Regarding the ESOP or employee ownership. At every
management and Program Manager meeting I try to clearly
explain how the ESOP works. 1. The Owners (Jim and I) 2. the
ESOP (a legal entity monitored by the IRS and the DOL) 3.
Aurora (the company) and 4. Aurora Employees (everyone
working for Aurora).

A Day in the Life

Paula Mickelson had been with Aurora Community
Counseling (ACC) for almost eight years as the Administrative
Specialist in Menomonie, but recently decided to switch
to the Spooner office. She finds her position to be very
interesting; though she does very similar things daily, there is
a lot of variation within that. On a daily basis, she will answer
over 50 phone calls, make over 25 appointments for clients,
all while doing “customer care,” filing, releases, billing for all
ACC clients, insurance authorizations, OH and…Paula also
runs the offices in Spooner, Menomonie and Eau Claire,
making sure they have the materials they need to assist
clients when they come in! (How does she do all that?)
Her favorite part of all that is making sure we have all of
the insurance authorizations up to date. If they are not,
we will not get payment for the appointments, so it is
extremely important to be accurate, and detailed, with
the authorizations. Paula also enjoys meeting new people,
and finds it interesting what you can learn from insurance
companies and clients.
Paula grew up in Boyceville and now lives in Dallas,
Wisconsin – not Texas. She has three younger brothers and
she spent her youth on a dairy farm.
She has a daughter, Chelsey, who is 21 and is currently going
to school for Dairy Herd Management. Not surprising, since

Employee of the Quarter

Best Regards,

Dave

Paula and her husband, Jerome, also run a dairy operation.
If you include all the baby cows, they have a total of 150
cows. Paula is up everyday at 4:30 helping milk the cows – 50
cows in the winter and 75 cows in the summer. They also raise
pheasants in the summer…150 to 200 per year.
Most of her day is spent working either for ACC or on the
farm. But when she does get some free time, Paula enjoys
summer, fishing for blue gills. “They are the best in the spring,
and when you fry them up - they taste just like potato chips!”
She also loves working
in her flower garden
that is full of roses and
lilies. She also enjoys
golfing, but claims she
is not good at it and
never keeps score; deer
hunts in the Fall, goes
for walks, and every
now and then gets
a chance to read a
good fiction book. Her
favorite books to read
are ones that take her
to a whole different
place.

by The Culture Team
reliable smile, and superb support to the people she
supports, as well as her coworkers.
Carrie’s supervisor, Shannon Moberg, spells out her
commitment to Aurora’s values:

Why I remain and why the admin and management are
there is to prevent you from having to deal with all of the
continual regulatory and political jumble that flows down from
the federal and state government as well as the MCO’s. Our
purpose is to navigate through all of the junk so that you can
focus on what you do – provide the best quality community
based services to the consumer that we possible can.
Anonymous – thanks for your letter and your questions. I am
sorry you didn’t have the feeling that you could ask these
questions out in the open. A culture of open communication is
one we have been building for over 25 years. I hope that you
and everyone else will embrace that culture and understand
that we (all the owners of Aurora) are in this together and that
together we will continue our success long into the future.

by Stavroula Marcell

Congratulations, Carrie Blanchard! Aurora’s first Employee of
the Quarter 2012!
Over the past 16 years, Carrie Blanchard has worked in
Aurora’s residential services and vocational services – often
at the same time. She currently works as a Program Assistant
in the New Richmond Day Services Center. Carrie has
an unwavering dedication to individuals with disabilities,
providing creative programming, a sense of humor, a

Carrie has been a loyal employee during her tenure
at Aurora, demonstrating great loyalty to consumers,
coworkers, and supervisor. She has a great ability to
adapt to change, and has filled many roles within Aurora.
Carrie promotes staff and consumer safety through her
inventive programs for health and wellness (she created
“Fit and Sassy” to promote fitness at the center), promotes
driving safety by spotting for our drivers, encouraging safe
driving practices, and assuring awareness of weather
conditions that may put people at risk. Carrie demonstrates
compassion when welcoming new staff to the team,
helping them learn the ropes and providing mentorship to
support them. Her integrity is evident by her desire to impact
consumers through positive programming and always doing
the right thing, no matter how difficult it is. Carrie takes
responsibility for her actions. She advocates for consumers
by always going the extra mile, being quick on her feet, and
focusing on finding solutions to the problems that creep up.
Carrie is a great example of what Aurora stands for – we
appreciate her and congratulate her on earning Employee
of the Quarter!

A sad story about distracted driving
Have you ever noticed how busy life can be? Work to
do here, work to do there, everybody wants something,
and now I have been asked to write an article about
distracted driving. I can type with my thumbs as
good as the next guy, so I think I can tap it out on
my Blackberry while I am driving home from Wausau.
Over the years, I have learned that if I push the seat
way back, I can steer very well with the top of my left
knee. Even better, a little duct tape wrapped around
the leg and the steering wheel makes it safer. With my
hands freed up, I can keep the Blackberry in front of
my face, and hardly ever take my eyes off the road.
If I can just stay awake for a couple of hours, I can
get this article written by the time I get home. Coffee
might help. I haven’t had a thing to eat in eight hours
either, so I think I will cruise through the drive through at
McDonald’s before I get on the highway.
OK, got my burger, fries, and a large coffee. Now, what
can I say about distracted driving that hasn’t already
been said? I know distracted drivers really tee me
off. Excuse me while I open one of these silly ketchup
packages, and try to squeeze some flavor on my fries.
Have you ever seen people combing their hair, or
putting on makeup while driving? Really dangerous!
Jeez that coffee is hot. I just spilled some on my lap.
They really need to put those lids on tighter.

by Joe Felling

more thing, where is that dental floss? Did you know
that the ADA recommends flossing at least twice a
day? The day is almost over, and I have not yet met my
goal for flossing. It would probably be safer if I could
do this one handed, but I can’t, and I just hate dirty
teeth. Back to those darn distracted drivers. Putting
themselves in danger is bad enough. Do they ever stop
to think about all of the other people they endanger?
Detour ahead.
Looks like that GPS app could come in handy. Let’s see,
how do I turn that............AND THEN I GOT RUN OVER BY
A TRUCK.
Aurora Management does not want you to be run over
by a truck; therefore, it is absolutely against Aurora
policy to use a cell phone while driving. It is also against
company policy to eat, drink or smoke in any Aurora
vehicle. While flossing is not yet prohibited, it is strongly
discouraged.

“Smile, you’re on Safety Camera”

Back to the article. How about people reading books
while they drive? Once everyone has a Kindle, it will
only get worse. Oh sh/#, I just dropped my burger. My
overhead light isn’t working, and I can’t seem to feel
the burger anywhere. Good thing I have that flashlight
app on my phone, if I could only figure out how to turn
it on. Holy Cow, where did that car come from? That
was close!
All right, the flashlight is going and good fortune is
upon me, my burger landed on a fairly clean pile, and
with just a small amount of scraping it will be good as
new. The coffee has cooled a bit too, much safer now.
Safety first is my motto. I wish car radios would only
play good music, because then drivers wouldn’t get
distracted fiddling around with the buttons. Well, I can’t
find anything worth listening to, but I have a pile of CDs
in the glove box. If I unbuckle the seat belt, I can almost
reach them. OK, got my tunes going, and the seat belt
is buckled again. I finished the food, and rinsed it down
with the coffee. One cigarette and I can get back to
writing. You would think there would be a cigarette
lighter in this truck. Oh well, I have a match book in one
of these pockets.
OK, my heads in a good place, got the cruise control
set, and I am almost ready to start writing. Just one

Tanya Leisgang, 054 staff, putting her
cellphone in the back of the van so it
doesn’t distract her while she drives.

CEO Corner continued

No new taxes – just new fees! We have incurred all of these
expenses with absolutely not one single dollar increase in any
of our budget dollars in the past five years. In fact, as I’m sure
you are aware, we have had a 20% cut from our budget via
the MCO’s in the past few years and those cuts were from our
budget of five years ago. The only way we have maintained
our business has been through new and innovative creation
and marketing of services and new businesses that literally
supplement our residential company.

fraction of the cost if we were to contract out to a marketing
firm.

Just as a “reality check” for you . . . it is important to
understand that we provide nearly 3000 hours of services per
day throughout Aurora (not counting any administration or
management). If you take that 3000 hrs x 365 days in a year
that = 1,095,000 hours of paid work. For Aurora to give a $.15
cent an hour increase we would need an additional $164,250
per year. Aurora then has to pay an additional 7.65% toward
Social Security and another 3.5% for UC/WC which results in an
additional 11.51% of that wage amount, or another $18,313,
which when added to the wages results in a total expense to
Aurora of $182,563. That’s for a 15 cent wage increase.

Jim and I have been selling (mostly through a promissory note
from the company to the ESOP – not actual cash) our shares
of stock on an annual basis to the ESOP. Aurora the company
(when it has had profits) then pays for those shares and part
of that money will go to us and the other part sits in the ESOP
to fund “buy-out” of shares if/when an employee leaves and
sells their shares. The employees of the company receive
a share distribution every year at no cost to the employee.
Our intent was to sell the company to the employees over
a period of time so that when we eventually leave the
company it will be solely owned by the employees. This was
initiated when, several years ago, we were approached by a
few large national companies that wanted to hand us a big
check and have us walk away. They would have decimated
the company (as they have many others over the nation)
made a big short term profit and then walked away. Here
are a few things to understand – 1. The company will be
exclusively “run” by the employees when we leave 2. The
IRS and Dept. of Labor controls how this company is valued
and they require Jim and I to take a 30% reduction on the
actual value of the company when selling through an ESOP
3. The “profits’ that are being used to buy the shares in Aurora
would, in any other corporation, belong 100% to Jim and I –
we have chosen to use those profits to buy the company and
give it back to the employees 4. Aurora’s employees always
have, and always will have, the major input into the direction
of this company – it is what has made us great and will keep
us great in the future.

When we went into this year we intended to “risk” a wage
increase because we had a minimal profit at the end of last
year. Just before announcing this we were notified by one
MCO that we had to take a $300,000 decrease in our budget
this year (obviously obliterating any “profit” from last year). We
were aggressively negotiating with them and at this point it
appears we will have to take a $175,000 cut in their budget.
Within a few days of finishing up with them we were notified
by another MCO that they want us to take another $300,000
reduction this year in their budget. We are now aggressively
negotiating with them to get that reduced and we know
there is at least one more MCO that will be coming forward
demanding more cuts. All of this being said, believe me when
I say to you there is no one in this world
who was more disappointed than me when we could not do
a wage increase and I agree whole heartedly with you that
this (MCO random budget cuts) is a bunch of crap!
3. “This company doesn’t answer questions like, how much of
the company does the employees own and why do we need
two graphic designers?”
Anonymous, first I don’t remember ever hearing these
questions. If they were asked they certainly should be
answered. Now that I have heard them let me answer. I’ll
answer the question of the two graphic designers first. If
we did not have our marketing department (two graphic
designers) we would not have been nearly as successful
at developing our new businesses that are supplementing
our residential services, keeping us afloat. These new
businesses will be the key to our future success. The marketing
department plays a MAJOR role in that future. Without
expansion and creation of the new services and businesses
we might as well lie down and say, “Just tell us when it is over.”
Aurora never has, and never will do that! We innovate and
we create our own future. We do not wait to see what others
are doing and then hope we can do it too. We just do it!
The minimal cost of our marketing department is not even a

Regarding the ESOP or employee ownership. At every
management and Program Manager meeting I try to clearly
explain how the ESOP works. 1. The Owners (Jim and I) 2. the
ESOP (a legal entity monitored by the IRS and the DOL) 3.
Aurora (the company) and 4. Aurora Employees (everyone
working for Aurora).

A Day in the Life

Paula Mickelson had been with Aurora Community
Counseling (ACC) for almost eight years as the Administrative
Specialist in Menomonie, but recently decided to switch
to the Spooner office. She finds her position to be very
interesting; though she does very similar things daily, there is
a lot of variation within that. On a daily basis, she will answer
over 50 phone calls, make over 25 appointments for clients,
all while doing “customer care,” filing, releases, billing for all
ACC clients, insurance authorizations, OH and…Paula also
runs the offices in Spooner, Menomonie and Eau Claire,
making sure they have the materials they need to assist
clients when they come in! (How does she do all that?)
Her favorite part of all that is making sure we have all of
the insurance authorizations up to date. If they are not,
we will not get payment for the appointments, so it is
extremely important to be accurate, and detailed, with
the authorizations. Paula also enjoys meeting new people,
and finds it interesting what you can learn from insurance
companies and clients.
Paula grew up in Boyceville and now lives in Dallas,
Wisconsin – not Texas. She has three younger brothers and
she spent her youth on a dairy farm.
She has a daughter, Chelsey, who is 21 and is currently going
to school for Dairy Herd Management. Not surprising, since

Employee of the Quarter
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Paula and her husband, Jerome, also run a dairy operation.
If you include all the baby cows, they have a total of 150
cows. Paula is up everyday at 4:30 helping milk the cows – 50
cows in the winter and 75 cows in the summer. They also raise
pheasants in the summer…150 to 200 per year.
Most of her day is spent working either for ACC or on the
farm. But when she does get some free time, Paula enjoys
summer, fishing for blue gills. “They are the best in the spring,
and when you fry them up - they taste just like potato chips!”
She also loves working
in her flower garden
that is full of roses and
lilies. She also enjoys
golfing, but claims she
is not good at it and
never keeps score; deer
hunts in the Fall, goes
for walks, and every
now and then gets
a chance to read a
good fiction book. Her
favorite books to read
are ones that take her
to a whole different
place.

by The Culture Team
reliable smile, and superb support to the people she
supports, as well as her coworkers.
Carrie’s supervisor, Shannon Moberg, spells out her
commitment to Aurora’s values:

Why I remain and why the admin and management are
there is to prevent you from having to deal with all of the
continual regulatory and political jumble that flows down from
the federal and state government as well as the MCO’s. Our
purpose is to navigate through all of the junk so that you can
focus on what you do – provide the best quality community
based services to the consumer that we possible can.
Anonymous – thanks for your letter and your questions. I am
sorry you didn’t have the feeling that you could ask these
questions out in the open. A culture of open communication is
one we have been building for over 25 years. I hope that you
and everyone else will embrace that culture and understand
that we (all the owners of Aurora) are in this together and that
together we will continue our success long into the future.

by Stavroula Marcell

Congratulations, Carrie Blanchard! Aurora’s first Employee of
the Quarter 2012!
Over the past 16 years, Carrie Blanchard has worked in
Aurora’s residential services and vocational services – often
at the same time. She currently works as a Program Assistant
in the New Richmond Day Services Center. Carrie has
an unwavering dedication to individuals with disabilities,
providing creative programming, a sense of humor, a

Carrie has been a loyal employee during her tenure
at Aurora, demonstrating great loyalty to consumers,
coworkers, and supervisor. She has a great ability to
adapt to change, and has filled many roles within Aurora.
Carrie promotes staff and consumer safety through her
inventive programs for health and wellness (she created
“Fit and Sassy” to promote fitness at the center), promotes
driving safety by spotting for our drivers, encouraging safe
driving practices, and assuring awareness of weather
conditions that may put people at risk. Carrie demonstrates
compassion when welcoming new staff to the team,
helping them learn the ropes and providing mentorship to
support them. Her integrity is evident by her desire to impact
consumers through positive programming and always doing
the right thing, no matter how difficult it is. Carrie takes
responsibility for her actions. She advocates for consumers
by always going the extra mile, being quick on her feet, and
focusing on finding solutions to the problems that creep up.
Carrie is a great example of what Aurora stands for – we
appreciate her and congratulate her on earning Employee
of the Quarter!

A sad story about distracted driving
Have you ever noticed how busy life can be? Work to
do here, work to do there, everybody wants something,
and now I have been asked to write an article about
distracted driving. I can type with my thumbs as
good as the next guy, so I think I can tap it out on
my Blackberry while I am driving home from Wausau.
Over the years, I have learned that if I push the seat
way back, I can steer very well with the top of my left
knee. Even better, a little duct tape wrapped around
the leg and the steering wheel makes it safer. With my
hands freed up, I can keep the Blackberry in front of
my face, and hardly ever take my eyes off the road.
If I can just stay awake for a couple of hours, I can
get this article written by the time I get home. Coffee
might help. I haven’t had a thing to eat in eight hours
either, so I think I will cruise through the drive through at
McDonald’s before I get on the highway.
OK, got my burger, fries, and a large coffee. Now, what
can I say about distracted driving that hasn’t already
been said? I know distracted drivers really tee me
off. Excuse me while I open one of these silly ketchup
packages, and try to squeeze some flavor on my fries.
Have you ever seen people combing their hair, or
putting on makeup while driving? Really dangerous!
Jeez that coffee is hot. I just spilled some on my lap.
They really need to put those lids on tighter.

by Joe Felling

more thing, where is that dental floss? Did you know
that the ADA recommends flossing at least twice a
day? The day is almost over, and I have not yet met my
goal for flossing. It would probably be safer if I could
do this one handed, but I can’t, and I just hate dirty
teeth. Back to those darn distracted drivers. Putting
themselves in danger is bad enough. Do they ever stop
to think about all of the other people they endanger?
Detour ahead.
Looks like that GPS app could come in handy. Let’s see,
how do I turn that............AND THEN I GOT RUN OVER BY
A TRUCK.
Aurora Management does not want you to be run over
by a truck; therefore, it is absolutely against Aurora
policy to use a cell phone while driving. It is also against
company policy to eat, drink or smoke in any Aurora
vehicle. While flossing is not yet prohibited, it is strongly
discouraged.

“Smile, you’re on Safety Camera”

Back to the article. How about people reading books
while they drive? Once everyone has a Kindle, it will
only get worse. Oh sh/#, I just dropped my burger. My
overhead light isn’t working, and I can’t seem to feel
the burger anywhere. Good thing I have that flashlight
app on my phone, if I could only figure out how to turn
it on. Holy Cow, where did that car come from? That
was close!
All right, the flashlight is going and good fortune is
upon me, my burger landed on a fairly clean pile, and
with just a small amount of scraping it will be good as
new. The coffee has cooled a bit too, much safer now.
Safety first is my motto. I wish car radios would only
play good music, because then drivers wouldn’t get
distracted fiddling around with the buttons. Well, I can’t
find anything worth listening to, but I have a pile of CDs
in the glove box. If I unbuckle the seat belt, I can almost
reach them. OK, got my tunes going, and the seat belt
is buckled again. I finished the food, and rinsed it down
with the coffee. One cigarette and I can get back to
writing. You would think there would be a cigarette
lighter in this truck. Oh well, I have a match book in one
of these pockets.
OK, my heads in a good place, got the cruise control
set, and I am almost ready to start writing. Just one

Tanya Leisgang, 054 staff, putting her
cellphone in the back of the van so it
doesn’t distract her while she drives.

CEO Corner continued

No new taxes – just new fees! We have incurred all of these
expenses with absolutely not one single dollar increase in any
of our budget dollars in the past five years. In fact, as I’m sure
you are aware, we have had a 20% cut from our budget via
the MCO’s in the past few years and those cuts were from our
budget of five years ago. The only way we have maintained
our business has been through new and innovative creation
and marketing of services and new businesses that literally
supplement our residential company.

fraction of the cost if we were to contract out to a marketing
firm.

Just as a “reality check” for you . . . it is important to
understand that we provide nearly 3000 hours of services per
day throughout Aurora (not counting any administration or
management). If you take that 3000 hrs x 365 days in a year
that = 1,095,000 hours of paid work. For Aurora to give a $.15
cent an hour increase we would need an additional $164,250
per year. Aurora then has to pay an additional 7.65% toward
Social Security and another 3.5% for UC/WC which results in an
additional 11.51% of that wage amount, or another $18,313,
which when added to the wages results in a total expense to
Aurora of $182,563. That’s for a 15 cent wage increase.

Jim and I have been selling (mostly through a promissory note
from the company to the ESOP – not actual cash) our shares
of stock on an annual basis to the ESOP. Aurora the company
(when it has had profits) then pays for those shares and part
of that money will go to us and the other part sits in the ESOP
to fund “buy-out” of shares if/when an employee leaves and
sells their shares. The employees of the company receive
a share distribution every year at no cost to the employee.
Our intent was to sell the company to the employees over
a period of time so that when we eventually leave the
company it will be solely owned by the employees. This was
initiated when, several years ago, we were approached by a
few large national companies that wanted to hand us a big
check and have us walk away. They would have decimated
the company (as they have many others over the nation)
made a big short term profit and then walked away. Here
are a few things to understand – 1. The company will be
exclusively “run” by the employees when we leave 2. The
IRS and Dept. of Labor controls how this company is valued
and they require Jim and I to take a 30% reduction on the
actual value of the company when selling through an ESOP
3. The “profits’ that are being used to buy the shares in Aurora
would, in any other corporation, belong 100% to Jim and I –
we have chosen to use those profits to buy the company and
give it back to the employees 4. Aurora’s employees always
have, and always will have, the major input into the direction
of this company – it is what has made us great and will keep
us great in the future.

When we went into this year we intended to “risk” a wage
increase because we had a minimal profit at the end of last
year. Just before announcing this we were notified by one
MCO that we had to take a $300,000 decrease in our budget
this year (obviously obliterating any “profit” from last year). We
were aggressively negotiating with them and at this point it
appears we will have to take a $175,000 cut in their budget.
Within a few days of finishing up with them we were notified
by another MCO that they want us to take another $300,000
reduction this year in their budget. We are now aggressively
negotiating with them to get that reduced and we know
there is at least one more MCO that will be coming forward
demanding more cuts. All of this being said, believe me when
I say to you there is no one in this world
who was more disappointed than me when we could not do
a wage increase and I agree whole heartedly with you that
this (MCO random budget cuts) is a bunch of crap!
3. “This company doesn’t answer questions like, how much of
the company does the employees own and why do we need
two graphic designers?”
Anonymous, first I don’t remember ever hearing these
questions. If they were asked they certainly should be
answered. Now that I have heard them let me answer. I’ll
answer the question of the two graphic designers first. If
we did not have our marketing department (two graphic
designers) we would not have been nearly as successful
at developing our new businesses that are supplementing
our residential services, keeping us afloat. These new
businesses will be the key to our future success. The marketing
department plays a MAJOR role in that future. Without
expansion and creation of the new services and businesses
we might as well lie down and say, “Just tell us when it is over.”
Aurora never has, and never will do that! We innovate and
we create our own future. We do not wait to see what others
are doing and then hope we can do it too. We just do it!
The minimal cost of our marketing department is not even a

Regarding the ESOP or employee ownership. At every
management and Program Manager meeting I try to clearly
explain how the ESOP works. 1. The Owners (Jim and I) 2. the
ESOP (a legal entity monitored by the IRS and the DOL) 3.
Aurora (the company) and 4. Aurora Employees (everyone
working for Aurora).

A Day in the Life

Paula Mickelson had been with Aurora Community
Counseling (ACC) for almost eight years as the Administrative
Specialist in Menomonie, but recently decided to switch
to the Spooner office. She finds her position to be very
interesting; though she does very similar things daily, there is
a lot of variation within that. On a daily basis, she will answer
over 50 phone calls, make over 25 appointments for clients,
all while doing “customer care,” filing, releases, billing for all
ACC clients, insurance authorizations, OH and…Paula also
runs the offices in Spooner, Menomonie and Eau Claire,
making sure they have the materials they need to assist
clients when they come in! (How does she do all that?)
Her favorite part of all that is making sure we have all of
the insurance authorizations up to date. If they are not,
we will not get payment for the appointments, so it is
extremely important to be accurate, and detailed, with
the authorizations. Paula also enjoys meeting new people,
and finds it interesting what you can learn from insurance
companies and clients.
Paula grew up in Boyceville and now lives in Dallas,
Wisconsin – not Texas. She has three younger brothers and
she spent her youth on a dairy farm.
She has a daughter, Chelsey, who is 21 and is currently going
to school for Dairy Herd Management. Not surprising, since

Employee of the Quarter

Best Regards,

Dave

Paula and her husband, Jerome, also run a dairy operation.
If you include all the baby cows, they have a total of 150
cows. Paula is up everyday at 4:30 helping milk the cows – 50
cows in the winter and 75 cows in the summer. They also raise
pheasants in the summer…150 to 200 per year.
Most of her day is spent working either for ACC or on the
farm. But when she does get some free time, Paula enjoys
summer, fishing for blue gills. “They are the best in the spring,
and when you fry them up - they taste just like potato chips!”
She also loves working
in her flower garden
that is full of roses and
lilies. She also enjoys
golfing, but claims she
is not good at it and
never keeps score; deer
hunts in the Fall, goes
for walks, and every
now and then gets
a chance to read a
good fiction book. Her
favorite books to read
are ones that take her
to a whole different
place.

by The Culture Team
reliable smile, and superb support to the people she
supports, as well as her coworkers.
Carrie’s supervisor, Shannon Moberg, spells out her
commitment to Aurora’s values:

Why I remain and why the admin and management are
there is to prevent you from having to deal with all of the
continual regulatory and political jumble that flows down from
the federal and state government as well as the MCO’s. Our
purpose is to navigate through all of the junk so that you can
focus on what you do – provide the best quality community
based services to the consumer that we possible can.
Anonymous – thanks for your letter and your questions. I am
sorry you didn’t have the feeling that you could ask these
questions out in the open. A culture of open communication is
one we have been building for over 25 years. I hope that you
and everyone else will embrace that culture and understand
that we (all the owners of Aurora) are in this together and that
together we will continue our success long into the future.

by Stavroula Marcell

Congratulations, Carrie Blanchard! Aurora’s first Employee of
the Quarter 2012!
Over the past 16 years, Carrie Blanchard has worked in
Aurora’s residential services and vocational services – often
at the same time. She currently works as a Program Assistant
in the New Richmond Day Services Center. Carrie has
an unwavering dedication to individuals with disabilities,
providing creative programming, a sense of humor, a

Carrie has been a loyal employee during her tenure
at Aurora, demonstrating great loyalty to consumers,
coworkers, and supervisor. She has a great ability to
adapt to change, and has filled many roles within Aurora.
Carrie promotes staff and consumer safety through her
inventive programs for health and wellness (she created
“Fit and Sassy” to promote fitness at the center), promotes
driving safety by spotting for our drivers, encouraging safe
driving practices, and assuring awareness of weather
conditions that may put people at risk. Carrie demonstrates
compassion when welcoming new staff to the team,
helping them learn the ropes and providing mentorship to
support them. Her integrity is evident by her desire to impact
consumers through positive programming and always doing
the right thing, no matter how difficult it is. Carrie takes
responsibility for her actions. She advocates for consumers
by always going the extra mile, being quick on her feet, and
focusing on finding solutions to the problems that creep up.
Carrie is a great example of what Aurora stands for – we
appreciate her and congratulate her on earning Employee
of the Quarter!

A sad story about distracted driving
Have you ever noticed how busy life can be? Work to
do here, work to do there, everybody wants something,
and now I have been asked to write an article about
distracted driving. I can type with my thumbs as
good as the next guy, so I think I can tap it out on
my Blackberry while I am driving home from Wausau.
Over the years, I have learned that if I push the seat
way back, I can steer very well with the top of my left
knee. Even better, a little duct tape wrapped around
the leg and the steering wheel makes it safer. With my
hands freed up, I can keep the Blackberry in front of
my face, and hardly ever take my eyes off the road.
If I can just stay awake for a couple of hours, I can
get this article written by the time I get home. Coffee
might help. I haven’t had a thing to eat in eight hours
either, so I think I will cruise through the drive through at
McDonald’s before I get on the highway.
OK, got my burger, fries, and a large coffee. Now, what
can I say about distracted driving that hasn’t already
been said? I know distracted drivers really tee me
off. Excuse me while I open one of these silly ketchup
packages, and try to squeeze some flavor on my fries.
Have you ever seen people combing their hair, or
putting on makeup while driving? Really dangerous!
Jeez that coffee is hot. I just spilled some on my lap.
They really need to put those lids on tighter.

by Joe Felling

more thing, where is that dental floss? Did you know
that the ADA recommends flossing at least twice a
day? The day is almost over, and I have not yet met my
goal for flossing. It would probably be safer if I could
do this one handed, but I can’t, and I just hate dirty
teeth. Back to those darn distracted drivers. Putting
themselves in danger is bad enough. Do they ever stop
to think about all of the other people they endanger?
Detour ahead.
Looks like that GPS app could come in handy. Let’s see,
how do I turn that............AND THEN I GOT RUN OVER BY
A TRUCK.
Aurora Management does not want you to be run over
by a truck; therefore, it is absolutely against Aurora
policy to use a cell phone while driving. It is also against
company policy to eat, drink or smoke in any Aurora
vehicle. While flossing is not yet prohibited, it is strongly
discouraged.

“Smile, you’re on Safety Camera”

Back to the article. How about people reading books
while they drive? Once everyone has a Kindle, it will
only get worse. Oh sh/#, I just dropped my burger. My
overhead light isn’t working, and I can’t seem to feel
the burger anywhere. Good thing I have that flashlight
app on my phone, if I could only figure out how to turn
it on. Holy Cow, where did that car come from? That
was close!
All right, the flashlight is going and good fortune is
upon me, my burger landed on a fairly clean pile, and
with just a small amount of scraping it will be good as
new. The coffee has cooled a bit too, much safer now.
Safety first is my motto. I wish car radios would only
play good music, because then drivers wouldn’t get
distracted fiddling around with the buttons. Well, I can’t
find anything worth listening to, but I have a pile of CDs
in the glove box. If I unbuckle the seat belt, I can almost
reach them. OK, got my tunes going, and the seat belt
is buckled again. I finished the food, and rinsed it down
with the coffee. One cigarette and I can get back to
writing. You would think there would be a cigarette
lighter in this truck. Oh well, I have a match book in one
of these pockets.
OK, my heads in a good place, got the cruise control
set, and I am almost ready to start writing. Just one

Tanya Leisgang, 054 staff, putting her
cellphone in the back of the van so it
doesn’t distract her while she drives.

Spotlight on Maintenance

by Scott Jacobs

If you fancy yourself a “do-it-your-selfer”, you know the
satisfaction that fixing a leaky faucet, or wiring a new
light fixture brings. Most of us, however, rely on our list
of go-to people for the various tasks that need doing
around our homes. These “heroes” get the jobs done
right, in half the time, and without the hair-pulling and
teeth gnashing!!

Jennifer Sandor, Program Director. Jennifer also said,
of Bob, “He definitely saved the day……by fixing a lift
van and driving all the way to Mosinee to ensure the
consumer safely got home.”

Aurora’s maintenance team members are the
quintessential go-to guys for all manner of work in our
many residential sites and offices. If you listen to some
of the testimonials from the people that rely on them,
it’s easy to see the importance of these amazing
problem solvers.

“Thanks for all you do for #050. You both (Joe and
Orlando) are here with smiles and get the jobs done.”
From Chris Kirschbaum.

“Paige, a guy was here, painted the entire room in
an hour, and didn’t even tape!” A call received by
Paige Meier, Program Director, from one of her staff
referencing Joe’s painting prowess.
“Yes, they have always been fantastic! For instance,
last month I had to pick up a consumer who was being
discharged from the hospital, and the back door of the
lift van wouldn’t open. Orlando was all the way down
in Hager City, and immediately began heading (our
way) to fix it. I was impressed.” A comment from Chiara
Andahazy, PMII.
“Mark is the greatest maintenance guy. He is always
making sure our stuff is complete. He is very friendly,
personable and always chats with the guys, and they
love him. Yeah for Mark from the #111 crew.” From
Deedee Morris, PMII.
“I could not have gotten through the move (of a new
consumer into his new home) without Bob, and he
really made us shine in the new guardian’s eyes.” From

Recipe: Grandma Jenny’s Easter Bunny Cake

on large foil-covered board or platter to resemble a
bunny’s head and bow tie, using small amount of frosting to
attach pieces to each other.

“

SPRINKLE with coconut. Decorate with remaining
ingredients as shown in photo. Keep refrigerated.
More fun ideas:
For a pink bunny cake, prepare as directed substituting
1 tub (6 oz.) COOL WHIP DIPS Strawberry Crème for the
frosting. Or, to decorate the bunny cake with tinted
coconut, mix 1/2 tsp. water with a few drops of food
coloring. Add to some of the coconut in resealable
plastic bag. Seal bag; shake until coconut is evenly tinted.
Sprinkle center of bunny’s ears with tinted coconut; sprinkle
remaining coconut onto rest of cake.

“Xang is friendly and always smiling (and he) isn’t afraid
to laugh and talk with both consumers and staff.” From
Paige Meier.
Orlando goes quietly about his business, never
complaining, and just gets the job done. Recently, with
little assistance and short notice, he moved a consumer
(and all their belongings) into a new home.” From Sue
Wheeler, Program Director.
“Bob is patient and allows consumers to get involved by
holding a board or pounding a nail…and the consumer
beams with pride.” From Wendy Schlaefer, Regional
Coordinator.

Easter is just around the corner! When my dad was a
kid, his mom, Jenny, would make this cute bunny cake
for Easter. Now my twin sister, Kirsten, and I continue the
tradition. We use Betty Crocker’s lemon cake mix, but you
can use whatever kind you like.

“We aren’t left ‘hanging’ for any length of time…#034 is
very appreciative of Orlando!” From Monica Aikin, PMII.

what you need
2 baked 9-inch round lemon cake layers, cooled
1box (or tub) BETTY CROCKER Fluffy White Frosting Mix
1pkg. (7 oz.) BAKER’S ANGEL FLAKE Coconut
Suggested decorations: shoe string licorice, gumdrops,
jelly beans, sprinkles

Happy customers speak volumes about Aurora’s
amazing maintenance crew. Kudos to Joe, Mark,
Orlando, Bob, and Xang!

Life Photo of the Month

make it
Make cakes as directed on package.
LEAVE 1 cake whole. This one will be the face (A).
Use serrated knife to cut the second cake into two ears
(what is left is the bow-tie). See Diagram 1 below. Arrange

It’s that time of year again for your short-term disability open enrollment at Aurora Community Services.
Great News…if you haven’t qualified for short-term disability in the past, now you can!
• What is disability insurance?
 If you are unable to work due to illness/injury it protects your paycheck
 This plan can also help you with maternity leave

Anniversaries
in April

Congratulations

to all of you who have
been here for 5 years
or more!

David Barnard

26

Pamela Barnard

26

Deborah Neuman

26

James Neuman

26

Kelly McIntyre

22

Lynn Corrado

16

Terrance Spangenberg

16

Judy Hidde

14

Theodore Belisle

13

Jennifer Blietz

13

Tammy Roskos

11

Amy Laehn

10

Melissa Stoneburg

10

Jennifer Giedd

9

Patricia Brown

8

Donna Pickel

8

Rhonda Bungartz

7

Tonya Hart

7

Tammie Krutza

7

Celena Luchinski

7

Kyle Schemenauer

7

Nicole Burdick

6

Tammy Huehn

6

Anna Johnson

6

David Schoenrock

6

Jennifer Todd

6

• When?
 Enrollment period starts May 1, 2012 and runs through July 31, 2012

Julie Gumz

5

Jenafer Malzahn

5

• How?
 Contact your Aflac representative

Lexye Rose

5

Holly Dooley
715-379-9034
holly_dooley@us.aflac.com
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FROST cake with remaining frosting.

“They (Joe and Orlando) always ask our input…and the
response time is within a day or two. From Paige Meier.

“Maintenance is always looking for creative ways to
save our houses money by using their skills to build
rather than buy.” From Cyndi Johnson, PMII.

the

by Jessica Leafblad

If you have any questions or comments about the Beacon,
please send them to: Beacon@AuroraServices.com or mail
to: Stavroula at Aurora Community Services, P.O. Box 68,
Menomonie, WI 54751.

CEO Corner

Over our history there have been times
when I have received letters from our staff
with suggestions, comments, complaints
and kudos. A couple months ago I received
one from an anonymous writer. Typically
if a letter comes from “anonymous” it
goes directly in the waste basket, but
this particular letter had a few questions
that I felt deserved answering. I wrote this
letter to “anonymous” with the intention
of responding to some issues that may be
common to others. In these crazy times,
with the political environment in upheaval
as well as the changes that are occurring in
funding for those individuals with disabilities,
I felt it would be good to respond in hopes
that it helps others who may have similar
questions to understand. With that in mind
here is my response to Aurora Anonymous.
Dear AnonymousI received your letter of concern so I wanted
to respond to the three major issues you
wrote about.
1. “Has anyone talked to the county about
how much money is given to the consumers
each month? At our site we have to find
creative ways to spend consumer money
so they don’t lose benefits. They have the
nicest TV’s, beds and closet full of new
clothes.”
First the money that goes to the consumer
actually comes from SSDI funds from the
Federal government. The monthly allocation
is approximately $695. From that the
consumer receives somewhere between
$65 and $100 per month spending money.
The rest goes to their room and board cost.
Many of those we serve have families who
have purchased many of the items you
have spoken. Other consumers literally do
not spend their monthly “allowance” and it
accumulates in a savings account. At some

new beginning”

				

by Dave Barnard

point when the dollars in that account get
over a limit ($2500) those dollars above that
amount have to be spent down or that
person is considered to be “wealthy” (by
Federal government standards) and they
will lose their Medicaid benefits. Often times
when it reaches that limit the guardian/
family will, or may ask Aurora to, purchase
enough items to get it to a point that it will
take time to rebuild to that level again –
thus a new bed or new TV or new clothes
may be purchased. Understand that it
took years for that account to accumulate
to the $2500 level before the consumer
bought those new items. Those we serve
are all way below poverty limits and the SSI
dollars being used to support them have
been contributed by their family members
and loved ones (just like you and I) who
contribute to Social Security every single
paycheck.
2. “This getting no raise this year is a bunch
of crap!”
Anonymous, I could not agree with you
more! As you say gas is up, food is up,
taxes are up. These costs are all up for
Aurora too. In addition to all of those things
which we have to cover in our homes we
also have health insurance that is way
up, liability, auto and general coverage
insurances are way up, unemployment
insurance and workers comp insurances
are way up. We are also receiving, what
the government calls, “fee increases” – i.e.
we received a bill for $52,000 this year that
we had to pay within 30 days to help the
government cover interest payments on the
money that the Feds borrowed to increase
unemployment benefits to 99 weeks. By
the way, those fees were only assessed to
companies that are successfully keeping
people employed. In addition the State
continues to increase all of their fees and
create new fees that we have to pay.
continued on next page

Spotlight on Maintenance

by Scott Jacobs

If you fancy yourself a “do-it-your-selfer”, you know the
satisfaction that fixing a leaky faucet, or wiring a new
light fixture brings. Most of us, however, rely on our list
of go-to people for the various tasks that need doing
around our homes. These “heroes” get the jobs done
right, in half the time, and without the hair-pulling and
teeth gnashing!!

Jennifer Sandor, Program Director. Jennifer also said,
of Bob, “He definitely saved the day……by fixing a lift
van and driving all the way to Mosinee to ensure the
consumer safely got home.”

Aurora’s maintenance team members are the
quintessential go-to guys for all manner of work in our
many residential sites and offices. If you listen to some
of the testimonials from the people that rely on them,
it’s easy to see the importance of these amazing
problem solvers.

“Thanks for all you do for #050. You both (Joe and
Orlando) are here with smiles and get the jobs done.”
From Chris Kirschbaum.

“Paige, a guy was here, painted the entire room in
an hour, and didn’t even tape!” A call received by
Paige Meier, Program Director, from one of her staff
referencing Joe’s painting prowess.
“Yes, they have always been fantastic! For instance,
last month I had to pick up a consumer who was being
discharged from the hospital, and the back door of the
lift van wouldn’t open. Orlando was all the way down
in Hager City, and immediately began heading (our
way) to fix it. I was impressed.” A comment from Chiara
Andahazy, PMII.
“Mark is the greatest maintenance guy. He is always
making sure our stuff is complete. He is very friendly,
personable and always chats with the guys, and they
love him. Yeah for Mark from the #111 crew.” From
Deedee Morris, PMII.
“I could not have gotten through the move (of a new
consumer into his new home) without Bob, and he
really made us shine in the new guardian’s eyes.” From

Recipe: Grandma Jenny’s Easter Bunny Cake

on large foil-covered board or platter to resemble a
bunny’s head and bow tie, using small amount of frosting to
attach pieces to each other.

“

SPRINKLE with coconut. Decorate with remaining
ingredients as shown in photo. Keep refrigerated.
More fun ideas:
For a pink bunny cake, prepare as directed substituting
1 tub (6 oz.) COOL WHIP DIPS Strawberry Crème for the
frosting. Or, to decorate the bunny cake with tinted
coconut, mix 1/2 tsp. water with a few drops of food
coloring. Add to some of the coconut in resealable
plastic bag. Seal bag; shake until coconut is evenly tinted.
Sprinkle center of bunny’s ears with tinted coconut; sprinkle
remaining coconut onto rest of cake.

“Xang is friendly and always smiling (and he) isn’t afraid
to laugh and talk with both consumers and staff.” From
Paige Meier.
Orlando goes quietly about his business, never
complaining, and just gets the job done. Recently, with
little assistance and short notice, he moved a consumer
(and all their belongings) into a new home.” From Sue
Wheeler, Program Director.
“Bob is patient and allows consumers to get involved by
holding a board or pounding a nail…and the consumer
beams with pride.” From Wendy Schlaefer, Regional
Coordinator.

Easter is just around the corner! When my dad was a
kid, his mom, Jenny, would make this cute bunny cake
for Easter. Now my twin sister, Kirsten, and I continue the
tradition. We use Betty Crocker’s lemon cake mix, but you
can use whatever kind you like.

“We aren’t left ‘hanging’ for any length of time…#034 is
very appreciative of Orlando!” From Monica Aikin, PMII.

what you need
2 baked 9-inch round lemon cake layers, cooled
1box (or tub) BETTY CROCKER Fluffy White Frosting Mix
1pkg. (7 oz.) BAKER’S ANGEL FLAKE Coconut
Suggested decorations: shoe string licorice, gumdrops,
jelly beans, sprinkles

Happy customers speak volumes about Aurora’s
amazing maintenance crew. Kudos to Joe, Mark,
Orlando, Bob, and Xang!

Life Photo of the Month

make it
Make cakes as directed on package.
LEAVE 1 cake whole. This one will be the face (A).
Use serrated knife to cut the second cake into two ears
(what is left is the bow-tie). See Diagram 1 below. Arrange

It’s that time of year again for your short-term disability open enrollment at Aurora Community Services.
Great News…if you haven’t qualified for short-term disability in the past, now you can!
• What is disability insurance?
 If you are unable to work due to illness/injury it protects your paycheck
 This plan can also help you with maternity leave

Anniversaries
in April

Congratulations

to all of you who have
been here for 5 years
or more!

David Barnard

26

Pamela Barnard

26

Deborah Neuman

26

James Neuman

26

Kelly McIntyre

22

Lynn Corrado

16

Terrance Spangenberg

16

Judy Hidde

14

Theodore Belisle

13

Jennifer Blietz

13

Tammy Roskos

11

Amy Laehn

10

Melissa Stoneburg

10

Jennifer Giedd

9

Patricia Brown

8

Donna Pickel

8

Rhonda Bungartz

7

Tonya Hart

7

Tammie Krutza

7

Celena Luchinski

7

Kyle Schemenauer

7

Nicole Burdick

6

Tammy Huehn

6

Anna Johnson

6

David Schoenrock

6

Jennifer Todd

6

• When?
 Enrollment period starts May 1, 2012 and runs through July 31, 2012

Julie Gumz

5

Jenafer Malzahn

5

• How?
 Contact your Aflac representative

Lexye Rose

5

Holly Dooley
715-379-9034
holly_dooley@us.aflac.com

April 2012

FROST cake with remaining frosting.

“They (Joe and Orlando) always ask our input…and the
response time is within a day or two. From Paige Meier.

“Maintenance is always looking for creative ways to
save our houses money by using their skills to build
rather than buy.” From Cyndi Johnson, PMII.

the

by Jessica Leafblad

If you have any questions or comments about the Beacon,
please send them to: Beacon@AuroraServices.com or mail
to: Stavroula at Aurora Community Services, P.O. Box 68,
Menomonie, WI 54751.

CEO Corner

Over our history there have been times
when I have received letters from our staff
with suggestions, comments, complaints
and kudos. A couple months ago I received
one from an anonymous writer. Typically
if a letter comes from “anonymous” it
goes directly in the waste basket, but
this particular letter had a few questions
that I felt deserved answering. I wrote this
letter to “anonymous” with the intention
of responding to some issues that may be
common to others. In these crazy times,
with the political environment in upheaval
as well as the changes that are occurring in
funding for those individuals with disabilities,
I felt it would be good to respond in hopes
that it helps others who may have similar
questions to understand. With that in mind
here is my response to Aurora Anonymous.
Dear AnonymousI received your letter of concern so I wanted
to respond to the three major issues you
wrote about.
1. “Has anyone talked to the county about
how much money is given to the consumers
each month? At our site we have to find
creative ways to spend consumer money
so they don’t lose benefits. They have the
nicest TV’s, beds and closet full of new
clothes.”
First the money that goes to the consumer
actually comes from SSDI funds from the
Federal government. The monthly allocation
is approximately $695. From that the
consumer receives somewhere between
$65 and $100 per month spending money.
The rest goes to their room and board cost.
Many of those we serve have families who
have purchased many of the items you
have spoken. Other consumers literally do
not spend their monthly “allowance” and it
accumulates in a savings account. At some

new beginning”

				

by Dave Barnard

point when the dollars in that account get
over a limit ($2500) those dollars above that
amount have to be spent down or that
person is considered to be “wealthy” (by
Federal government standards) and they
will lose their Medicaid benefits. Often times
when it reaches that limit the guardian/
family will, or may ask Aurora to, purchase
enough items to get it to a point that it will
take time to rebuild to that level again –
thus a new bed or new TV or new clothes
may be purchased. Understand that it
took years for that account to accumulate
to the $2500 level before the consumer
bought those new items. Those we serve
are all way below poverty limits and the SSI
dollars being used to support them have
been contributed by their family members
and loved ones (just like you and I) who
contribute to Social Security every single
paycheck.
2. “This getting no raise this year is a bunch
of crap!”
Anonymous, I could not agree with you
more! As you say gas is up, food is up,
taxes are up. These costs are all up for
Aurora too. In addition to all of those things
which we have to cover in our homes we
also have health insurance that is way
up, liability, auto and general coverage
insurances are way up, unemployment
insurance and workers comp insurances
are way up. We are also receiving, what
the government calls, “fee increases” – i.e.
we received a bill for $52,000 this year that
we had to pay within 30 days to help the
government cover interest payments on the
money that the Feds borrowed to increase
unemployment benefits to 99 weeks. By
the way, those fees were only assessed to
companies that are successfully keeping
people employed. In addition the State
continues to increase all of their fees and
create new fees that we have to pay.
continued on next page

